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On		October	6,	2017	–	I	filed	a	Federal	Lawsuit,	at	Lenoir	County	Superior	Court,	file	number	17-CVS-834.				
The	multiple	defendant	suit	was	filed	against:	

1.	Candidate	Donald	Trump,	

2.	Republican	National	Chair,	Reince	Priebus	

3.	And	several	components	of	the	Republican	Party.	

Republican	Presidential	Candidate	Donald	Trumps’	attack	against	me	occurred	nearly	one	year	ago.		
What	took	me	so	long?	

The	reasons	are	many,	but	I	want	to	share	a	few.	

1.	The	healing	process	works	at	it’s	on	pace.		Yes	healing.		Donald’s	attack	left	me	overwhelmed	
emotionally.			

2.		I	as	well	wanted	to	be	absolutely	certain	he	was	beyond	redemption.			

3.		It	is	evident,	Donald	saw	my	life	as	a	Black	Man	and	Supporter	to	be	without	value,	without	merit.		
This	is	evident	in	the	fact	that	he	offered	no	apology,	nor	did	his	campaign	or	even	his	kids.			

4.	I	also	looked	and	looked	for	an	attorney	to	assist	me.		I	found	one	who	thought	about	it	and	then	
decided	I	think	Donald	is	too	powerful.		It	seemed	every	Attorney	I	queried	was	too	afraid!	
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5.	After	continuous	prayer,	I	learned	this	was	something	that	I	would	have	to	do.	

6.	It	has	taken	me	many	months	to	study	and	learn	enough	to	put	my	case	together.			

7.	Such	was	not	easy.		Going	from	a	gigantic	supporter,	to	accepting	that	Donald	made	me	an	adversary,	
was	also	not	easy.		That	was	a	part	of	the	healing	process.		Accept	the	facts	as	they	are	and	not	as	they	
may	have	once	been	or	I	wished	they	were.	

8.	At	one	point	State	Representative	Steve	Tarvin,	District	2,	State	of	Georgia		was	so	certain	of	the	
humanitarian	qualities	in	Donald,	he	stated	over	and	over,	Donald	is	going	to	apologize	to	you,	or	
someone	from	his	team.		We	both	waited	not	in	vain,	but	in	error.			

		

A.		Some	might	say	this	is	likened	to	David	vs	Goliath.		I	can	understand	that	synopsis.		But	I	want	all	to	
remember	David	and	Goliath	seemed	to	have	always	been	adversaries.		Donald	was	once	a	friend,	
before	he	used	his	words	as	a	double	edge	sword	through	the	very	fabric	of	my	heart.		But	not	my	faith	
and	certainly	not	the	soul	of	this	Native	Black	American.	

B.	There	is	great	importance	to	understanding	the	many	local	laws	Donald	and	his	henchmen	broke	by	
assaulting	myself	and	others	who	they	called	Protestors.		Of	course,	I	qualified	because	I	was	born	a	
Black	American.		

C.	In	the	upcoming	election	for	President,	I	pray	Donald	will	be	retired,	unless	he	changes	his	hateful	
behavior.		Enough	is	way	to	much	of	such.	

D.	Another	motivating	factor,	was	the	words	Donald	used	to	described	the	NFL	players	kneeling.		One	
should	remember,	the	first	steps	to	prayer	is	in	fact,	kneeling.		Yet	Donald	hates	this	position.		Does	
anyone	wonder	what	kind	of	person	would	hate	others	right	to	kneel?		Not	a	good	person	that’s	for	
sure.	

E.	Not	last,	but	to	be	included:		When	Donald	called	the	Moms	of	the	NFL	Players,	I	hate	to	even	say	this,	
but	“bitches”	and	the	players	Sons	of	Bitches.		That	was	a	very	disturbing	event.	

F.		And	yes,	Donald	is	unequivocally	a	racist.	

	

I	am	sincerely,	

C.J.	Cary	

Email:		cj@justice4america.org.				

Thank	you	
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Note:		If	anyone	can	provide	the	names	of	these	two	members	of	Donald’s	security	team,	please	do	so.	

	

	

	

	

	

#	#	#	

If	you	would	like	more	information	about	this	topic,	please	contact	C.J.	Cary	at	CJ@Justice4America.Org			
Please	email.	
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3. Defendant Republican Donald J. Trump at the time maintained

an address at 725 fifth Avenue New York, New York 1002. Per

(Exhibit A).

4. Defendant Reince Priebus was a resident of Kenosha,

Wisconsin. As the Chairman of the Republican National

Committee he maintained an address at:  310 1st Street SE,

Washington, DC 20003:  However he can presumably be reached

through the White House; 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW

Washington, D.C. 20006 and his previous political address.

5. Defendant Republican National Committee and National

Campaign has a mailing and physical address at: 310 1st

Street SE Washington, D.C. 20003.

6. Republican Candidate for President Donald J. Trump, then

Republican Campaign Chairman Reince Priebus, Republican

National Campaign for President and Republican National

Committee, did business and operated in the Great State of

North Carolina, Nash and Lenoir County.  To which Kinston,

N.C. is so located.  At all relevant times during the

election cycle of Campaign 2016, Defendants did business in 

statewide locations in North Carolina. 

7. Defendant Campaign relied on Campaign events throughout the

Great State of North Carolina.
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8. Plaintiff seeks damages in excess of $25,000.00. The

statutory sum sufficient that subject matter jurisdiction

is properly vested in the Superior Court Division; pursuant

to N.C.G.S. § 7A-243

III. History and Causes

9. Plaintiff had been a Donald J. Trump for supporter and

Presidential supporter, starting on or about the year 1987.

Plaintiff having started a letter writing campaign in 2003

to U.S. Officials (i.e. President George W. Bush, C.I.A.

and F.B.I., for example), regarding pending and future

terrorist attacks. Plaintiff decided to add then civilian

Donald J. Trump to his patriotic list of respected U.S.

Governmental Officials. Intent being to assist, teach and

prepare civilian Donald J. Trump for the difficulties and

harshness of the Presidency. Especially since civilian

Donald J. Trump had no previous Federal Service or

experience.

10. Plaintiff gave civilian Donald J. Trump thru the vast

number of letters sent to same at the Trump Organization,

New York, N.Y, information and advice of things he needed

to learn, consider and build upon to be an effective

Candidate for President and later President.
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11. Plaintiff estimates he sent civilian and Republican

Candidate for President Donald J. Trump in excess of fifty,

encompassing hundreds of pages of presidential advisory

letters or memos up to October 26th, 2016. The last letter

delivered on that fateful date.

12. Those advisory letters included such recommendations as;

jobs being lost and exported to other countries; which must

be stopped. The war on terrorism would be lost; without

stringent and diligent efforts to protect our sovernity.

Plaintiff gave guidance so as to prepare civilian

Donald J Trump with information and details about how the

Plaintiff viewed the world regarding terrorism, lost jobs,

H1B1 Visa abuse, financial institutions abuse and basically

the struggles of the poor and the getting poorer. Plaintiff

H1B1 concerns are about Indian (Country of India) citizens,

taking over and firing, U.S. Citizens from our bread and

butter jobs. Plaintiff addressed what he viewed as

Nationality discrimination by Indians, as they quietly

institute their system of social casts and fired both Black

and White Americans; Which has and will continue to erode

and degrade our American way of life: Sadly, this is

happening right under our very noses. Such usurping

of our family structure and economic happiness; must have
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     multiple grievous effects; even upon the very fabric of  

     this once Greater Nation. We are being attacked from  

   within; by “smiling faces” with nefarious plans.  The  

     inclusion of Civilian  

     Donald J. Trump in these Federal papers was specifically  

     and intentionally done to show both civilian Donald J.  

     Trump and Federal Officials that civilian Donald J.  

     Trump would become a stakeholder in the lives of U.S.  

     Citizens at the Federal level.  

     Plaintiff was assured by Faith his inclusion of civilian  

     Donald J. Trump, would lead same to one of two electoral  

     victories. The election of 2012 or 2016 same would earn the 

     title of P.O.T.U.S.. Of Course, he had to enter the race. 

13. The lists of recommendations to civilian Donald J. Trump,

who became Republican Candidate Donald J. Trump, who became

the 45th President of the United States are too many to

place in this pleading. However, a soon to be released

book; 

    Last of The Lost Worlds, will so list and share in volumes 

    one and two. 

14. Plaintiff heretofore makes known that civilian Donald J.

Trump and Republican Presidential Candidate Donald J. Trump

showed appreciation, by writing back on more than one
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     occasion and thanking Plaintiff for the many suggestions  

     and recommendations.  

     (Exhibit A). 

15. However on 10.26.16, as a Republican Presidential Candidate- 

    Supporter; Plaintiff was as others in Kinston, N.C. at a  

    Republican and Donald J. Trump campaign event. Plaintiff was  

    exercising his right of peaceful assembly and participation  

    in the American election process like the White Republican  

    supporters.  

    Plaintiff joined in calling out to Candidate Donald J. Trump  

    by yelling, Donald, Donald, and waiving his white sheets of  

    paper. As others were yelling Trump, Trump, Trump and waving  

    signs.  

16. Plaintiff did get Republican Candidate Donald J Trump’s  

    attention. However, in a manner never expected.  

17. Plaintiff was clearly wearing a Republican Supporter metal   

    lapel badge.  

18. Republican Presidential Candidate Donald J. Trump, being  

    covered by a host of live world media television  

    broadcasting stations, and print media as well as radio  

    broadcasters turned towards Plaintiff, then back towards the        

    vastness of supporters, media and said: Folks it looks like  

    we have a Protestor! 
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19. The thousands of supporters many started yelling where is  

    he, kick him out, kick him out! 

20. Plaintiff initially wondered where the protestor was just as  

    others.  Then upon realizing Candidate Donald J. Trump was  

    talking about and later to Plaintiff: he had cause to fear  

    for his safety and well-being since the crowd was taking on  

    the appearance of a mob. 

21. Republican Presidential Candidate Donald J. Trump then told   

    the crowd, naw leave him alone. 

22. Within the same breath; Republican Candidate Donald J. Trump  

    turned and pointed directly at Plaintiff. Thereby causing  

    the already hostile crowd to focus greater hostility,  

    attention and anger directly at Plaintiff. Yelling at  

    Plaintiff and raising their fists in a gesture of striking  

    or attacking Plaintiff. 

23. Republican Candidate Donald J. Trump at one point said the  

    following; “were you paid by $1,500 dollars to be a thug?”   

    Looking directly in Plaintiff’s direction; Republican    

    Candidate for President, then said, “where’s the Protestor”?   

    “Where is he?” “Was he paid?”. 

24. Republican Presidential Candidate Donald J. Trump then told  

    his security detail “you can get him out”! 

25. Plaintiff then yells “Donald it’s C.J.: Donald C.J.! 
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26. Plaintiff believes he saw a stunned and surprised facial  

    expression from the Candidate. Which was accompanied by a  

    hesitation and verbally stumbling action by Candidate Donald  

    J. Trump. That hesitation in his voice was as if he choked. 

27. This would have been caused by Presidential Candidate  

    Donald J. Trump, having quite a bit of familiarity with  

    Republican and Presidential Supporter C.J. Cary.   

28. The history of direct contact between Plaintiff and     

    Candidate Trump started on or about 1992; during divorce  

    proceedings between then civilian Donald J. Trump and Mrs.  

    Ivana Zelnícková Trump. Plaintiff wrote two letters, asking  

    both parties to consider reconciliation rather than  

    divorce. One to then civilian Donald J. Trump and the other  

    to Mrs. Trump. Both parties wrote back, thanking Plaintiff  

    for his concerns.  

29. When Plaintiff shouted to Presidential Candidate Donald J.  

   Trump; it’s C.J., Candidate Trump’s pause was evident.    

   There was a time when civilian Donald J. Trump would offer  

   to the public, statements of verbal nothing-ness, such as  

   his investigative team in Hawaii, discovered the former  

   President had no U.S. citizenship standing. Plaintiff   

   suggest such statements were efforts to keep Defendant   

   publically relevant. Plaintiff states, upon civilian  
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   Donald J. Trump realizing the importance of the many letters  

    written to him: containing the word Great, he could  

    in fact, exploit the meaning of that word as applied to him  

    and create be a political goldmine to gather public support  

    for his Presidency. He did as was intended.  

30. Plaintiff believes that Republican Presidential Candidate  

    Donald J. Trump, recognized the frenzy mood he had incited  

    the crowd into and was lacking in character, compassion and  

    remorse to correct his racially motivated mistake. He was  

    unable to show even a small amount of compassion for a  

    Black man who had devoted years to helping him achieve the  

    Presidency. Plaintiff was physically assaulted and removed.   

31. Plaintiff on more than one occasion worked as a volunteer  

    at the headquarters of Republican Presidential Candidate  

    Donald J. Trump. (Exhibit C) 

32. This service to Republican President Candidate Donald J.  

    Trump was in both North Carolina and in South Carolina.  

33. Plaintiff was so good at swaying uncertain voters to give   

    strong consideration to voting for Republican Candidate  

    Donald J. Trump, that campaign Officials asked Plaintiff to  

    leave the confines of telephone cold calls and go out into   

    the communities and knock on doors. While this was not a  

    promotion it was certainly presented as an elevation in  
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    Campaign status. 

34.  At one point, Republican Presidential Candidate Donald J  

     Trump’s North Carolina Chair, a Mr. Earl Phillips, asked  

     Plaintiff if he would be interested in managing a  

     Republican Campaign site in Raleigh, N.C. 

35.  Plaintiff only received one political apology for the  

     egregious and discriminatory behavior of Republican  

     Candidate for President Donald J.  

     Trump. It came from The Honorable Steve Tarvin, Georgia  

     House of Representatives,  

     Republican - Chickamauga Georgia-District 2. (  A). 

36.  Plaintiff received a number of defamatory comments from  

     strangers across the United States.  The language being     

     of such a derogatory manner, Plaintiff was ill prepared to  

     expect. So Insulting Plaintiff found no recourse but to   

     block them. (Exhibit E) 

37.  At least one Politician apologized and tried to get  

     Republican Presidential Candidate Donald J. Trump or  

     anyone from the Campaign to apologize. Plaintiff   

     personally, had hopes that Republican Campaign Chairman  

     Reince Priebus would apologize.  As it turned out hoping  

     for an apology was quite the false hope.  Both Plaintiff  

     and The Honorable Steve Tarvin were quite disappointed.  
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     I cannot say enough good about Representative Tarvin  

     (Exhibit B) 

38. In that Plaintiff has waited eight months or more, for some  

    positive efforts by the parties referenced as Defendants:  

    to show some contrition, empathy, regret, remorse, wisdom or   

    even maturity and growth so as make efforts to correct the  

    libelous, slanderous and defamatory statements and actions  

    of Republican Party Presidential Candidate, Donald J. Trump.  

    And the silence of Republican Party Chairman Reince Priebus,  

    and other Defendants as herein named.  

39. Plaintiff now comes to this court and prays this Court will  

    hold the Defendants; Republican Candidate for President  

    Donald J. Trump, the Trump Campaign and other Defendants as  

    herein name; accountable for the harm, loss of reputation,  

    loss of standing in Plaintiffs’ community; and loss of  

    standing with family, friends and global social media  

    communities; as well as loss of Political opportunities;  

    responsible and demand that Defendants make whole again  

    this Plaintiff. 

 40. In reference to lost political opportunities: Please know   

    the following: 

     A Nash County Republican Party member asked Plaintiff to     

     speak publically at a local Republican Party event on or       
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     about early October 2016. Invitation extended, invitation  

     accepted.  Mr. Robert Cordell, Nash County N.C. 

     Attorney Mark E. Edwards Nash County North Carolina  

     Republican Party Chair gave his blessings. Afterwards a Nash  

     County Republican Official asked Plaintiff if he would  

     consider running for Nash County North Carolina    

    Republican Party Office? Plaintiff response was an   

    Unequivocally, yes. After Republican Candidate  

    Donald J. Trump defamed, libeled, slandered, maligned,   

    attacked and humiliated Plaintiff, the admiration and  

    contact from Nash County North Carolina Republican Party  

    Officials stopped.   

    Another opportunity destroyed. 

      

 

  III.  Legal Claims 

 Plaintiff’s First Cause of Action 

    (Defamation of Character, Libel, Slander and Verbal and  

     Physical Assault and Battery).      

41. The allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs are  

    incorporated by reference herein. 

42. Defendant Republican Presidential Candidate Donald J. Trump  

    placed Plaintiff in reasonable fear of harmful and offensive  
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    contact when he, in a crowd of thousands of White  

    supporters, falsely advertised Plaintiff to as a campaign  

    protestor, disruptor and thug. The key defamation here is  

    thug. Defined by Merriam-Webster as: a brutal ruffian or  

    assassin or gangster: Defined by others as a violent person,  

    especially a criminal. Thug as defined by dictionary.com; a  

    cruel or vicious ruffian, robber, or murderer. Defendant  

    Donald J. Trump had Plaintiff physically and forcibly  

    dragged out of the event. As Plaintiff was being dragged  

    out; one of the two security detail asked the following?  

    What happened? Why did he throw you out? You are wearing a  

    Republican I.D. badge!. I responded, for some reason, he  

    thought I am a protestor. I was calling his name like   

    others. In hindsight, Plaintiff realizes he was in denial of  

    that racist event. Even though Plaintiff showed no  

    resistance to leaving, he was still forcibly dragged out.  

    Upon reaching the security gate one of the two, security  

    details shouted “throw this guy out and do not let him back  

    in”. The letter was taken by one of the security   

    These actions established the elements of both assault and  

    battery, along with the civil actions as described upon  

    Plaintiff’s person. 

43. Thus Republican Presidential Candidate Donald J. Trump  
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    did verbally and physical assault Plaintiff:  Thereby  

    violating a variety of civil and criminal state and Federal  

    laws as well as many laws of decency. These acts have caused  

    Plaintiff immeasurable and irrevocable pain and suffering.  

44. It being that these illegal acts occurred on live  

    television, radio and print media, worldwide, has given  

    Plaintiff extreme and severe duress, emotional bouts of  

    depression and insomnia.   

45. Plaintiff asserts that Republican Candidate for President    

    Donald J. Trump not only defamed, slandered, libeled and  

    assaulted and battered Plaintiff’s character and person; But  

    Candidate Donald J. Trump was exerting gross racial  

    discrimination in so doing.  On occasions, Republican  

    Presidential Candidate Donald J. Trump, upon identifying  

    White male supporters at his campaign events, did in fact;  

    extend to them an experience which up-lifted them before  

    their peers, family, friends, communities and the world.  

    He invited them to come on to the stage or he spoke kindly  

    to and about them. 

46. For example; according to an account written by ABC News   

    Stephanie Ebbs; to which Plaintiff saw on various news  

    channel; on Feb 18, 2017, 8:36 PM ET.  Location was  

    Melbourne, Florida.  “President Donald Trump invited a    
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    supporter to take the stage with him at his campaign rally   

    in Florida Saturday night. Trump said he saw the man on  

    television when he was interviewed in the line waiting to  

    enter the rally. Trump pointed him out during the rally and  

    invited him on stage.” 

47. Once news both in print and televised carried the story:  

    Republican Candidate Donald J. Trump made a gross  

    mistake in calling a devout supporter, a thug; Republican  

    Candidate Donald J. Trump; allowed his violations of law and  

    decency to stand.  Thereby confirming his racist views  

    against Plaintiff and Black People.  

48. Republican Candidate for President, Donald J. Trump is  

    solely responsible for the injurious words and deeds that  

    had a grossly negative effect upon Plaintiff 

 

 Plaintiff’s Second Cause of Action 

          (Assault and Physical Battery Against Plaintiff) 

49. The allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs are  

    incorporated by reference herein. 

50. Furthermore; upon Republican Candidate Donald J. Trump  

    ordering security personnel to place their hands upon  

    Plaintiff’s person; thereby dragging him out of the Campaign  

    event was an act of gross negligence and battery. And in   
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    fact represent a physical harm upon the person of  

    Plaintiff.  

    As defined by assault and battery. That was criminal. 

51. Republican Candidate for President Donald J. Trump did in  

    fact; order his security personnel to manhandle Plaintiff in  

    an offensive and humiliating manner. 

52. Republican Candidate for President Donald J. Trump, well  

    knew, if Plaintiff showed any resistance or expressions of  

    anger, a greater altercation would have occurred.  One which  

    could have landed Plaintiff in jail or the victim of serious  

    physical harm. Both conditions placing Plaintiff life and  

     welfare in jeopardy. 

53. Battery upon Plaintiffs person was not required.  The mere  

    asking Plaintiff to leave was more than sufficient. However  

    Republican Candidate President Donald J. Trump wanted to  

    show how much contempt he had for Black people; by showing  

    the world, he can and did throw a Black man out into the  

    streets like a dog. Thereby stripping Plaintiff of any  

    remaining dignity.  Plaintiff also makes known he was  

    dressed in business, casual attire.  Dark blue blazer, dress  

    shirt, dress jeans and Italian boots. In no vain did  

    Plaintiff appear as a “thug”. Except in the eyes of a  

    racism. 
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54. Defendant at no time and in no way, reached out to Plaintiff  

    to express even one mustard seed of remorse. 

55. As a foreseeable and proximate result of Defendants conduct;  

    Plaintiff suffered extreme and severe depression; extreme         

    severe humiliation; extreme insomnia; humiliating mocking by  

    supporters of the opposing Presidential Candidate; severe  

    name calling by some, including words such as, coon, nigger,   

    uncle Tom and pity from many as well as gross silence from  

    others. 

56. Plaintiff only made it through this horrible and turbulent  

    time, by Grace of God and his devotion to extreme prayer.  

    This time in Plaintiff’s life was devoid of many of the  

    comforting aspects of appreciation in life for working for  

    and on behalf of a Political Party. 

57. Defendants et al, actions were done with an evil disregard  

    for the potential harm done to another human being based on  

    his words and behavior. Even more so if a mistake was made.  

    Maliciously and intentionally assaulting a campaign  

    supporter is most unfortunate, especially so when the only  

    aspect of Plaintiffs being that could be judged adversely by  

    Republican President Candidate Donald J. Trump was skin  

    color. As such this Court should not allow such behavior to  

    go unpunished. The willful and wanton attacks by Defendant  
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    must be held to the standards of common decency.  

    A reckless disregard for the rights of Plaintiff should in  

    no way be allowed to go unaddressed: Those rights as  

    guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution, the “Bill of Rights” of  

    this Great Nation and to include Plaintiffs first amendment  

    rights; Plaintiff right to peaceful assembly without the  

    fear of being attacked, persecuted and terrorized by  

    Defendant Donald J. Trump and the Republican Party et al. 

 

   Plaintiff Third Cause of Action 

(Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress Against Plaintiff) 

58. The allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs are  

    incorporated by reference herein. 

59. Plaintiff entrusted Defendant Republican Candidate for  

    President Donald J. Trump, with a civil duty to show respect  

    and kind professionalism. In so much as Kinston, N.C. was  

    not Plaintiffs first Campaign event as already referenced  

    herein. (Exhibit C). (Greenville, S.C. Trump’s former  

    Campaign Headquarters. 

60. Defendant Republican Candidate Donald J. Trump’s behavior  

    and conduct in no way represented the conduct and behavior  

    of a Presidential Candidate. He exhibited clear malicious,  

    vile and hateful behavior.  
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61. Separate and apart from Defendant Candidate Donald J. Trumps  

    disgraceful, dehumanizing and malicious conduct; Defendant  

    Republican Campaign et all, is equally responsible for the  

    injurious, tortuous acts of its agent Defendant Republican  

    Presidential Candidate, Donald J. Trump.  Defendant  

    Republican Candidate Donald J. Trump actions were   

    expressly sanctioned by Republican National Committee &  

    Campaign. As Defendant had established a history of  

    forcefully evicting persons from the 2016 Republican  

    Presidential Campaign Events.  

62. It should be noted and accepted, that on the evening of  

    October 26th, 2016 in Kinston, N.C.:  Republican Candidate  

    for President Donald J. Trump was not only acting in the  

    capacity of Candidate for President; but equally acting for  

    and on behalf of Reince Priebus as Republican National  

    Chairman, Republican National Campaign for President and  

    Republican National Committee. The distinction is apparent  

    and profoundly clear. All Defendant Entities worked as one. 

63. Defendant Republican Candidate for President, Donald J.  

    Trump actions and behaviors exceeded the bounds of decency,  

    as expected and tolerated behavior for a civilized and  

    dignified Nation.  Especially so when Republican Candidate  

    for President Donald J. Trump was running for the most  
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    powerful office in the world.  President of the United  

    States of America.  

64. Plaintiff sets forth the following: Republican Presidential  

    Candidate Donald J. Trump’s behavior during the Kinston NC  

    campaign event; troubled the conscience of many American’s.   

    Because the clear majority of Americans believe in  

    the better and more dignified qualities of human behavior. 

    Those qualities are in part but not limited to the  

    following:   

    a. The individual and or collective strength to know when  

       one has done wrong;  

    b. The integrity to stand humble in the face of one’s  

       personal mistakes: Especially when it is shown such  

       convictions are wrong; and for one to take actions to   

       amend the wrong.  

    c. This could amount to a simple apology. Even if an offered   

       apology is painful; within the values of this great  

       Nation, we know and accept wrongs must be righted. Even   

       our system of Jurisprudence is based upon the righting of   

       wrongs. When we have given pain to others, we have a    

       Christian, moral, and undeniable responsibility to make   

       amends. 

64. If and when a person finds themselves unable for whatever  
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    the reason:  To show remorse and contrition when they at  

    their own hands; have made a grossly negligent error and  

    they find themselves too much of a non-human to offer,  

    to make whole the party(s) they attacked: It has been long  

    standing that when and if the offending party loses their   

    way to make amends; The aggrieved party has the right to  

    come before our system of jurisprudence; The Courts. It is  

    at that moment in time, Plaintiff now find myself. Coming to  

    the Courts for redress.  

65. It was foreseeable that the behavior of Republican  

    Candidate for President, Donald J. Trump, would at some  

    point be predictable were it allowed to continue. That  

    predictability now has brought us to this point in time.  

    Predictable by those who had authority over their party  

    Candidates; Republican National Party, Committee and  

    Campaign. 

66. The embarrassment, shame, severe emotional distress,  

    humiliation, depression, insomnia, loss of peace of mind as  

    well as loss of standing in Plaintiff’s communities are a    

    direct result of Republican Candidate for President Donald  

    J. Trump attacks and assaults on 10.26.17, in Kinston, North  

    Carolina.   

67. Republican Candidate for President Donald J. Trump created   
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    an extreme scenario of duress.  Which need not have been.  

    It’s just that simple.  

 

 Plaintiffs’ Fourth Cause of Action    

(Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress Caused by Defendant) 

68. The allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs are   

    incorporated by reference herein. 

69. Defendant Campaign, The Republican National Party; entrusted  

    Defendant Donald J. Trump to exercise a duty of care and  

    responsibility to support Republican Voters in a light and  

    manner that would bring victory to the so mentioned party.  

70. Defendant Donald J. Trump grossly violated that given and  

    sensible approach to Voters support; by attacking,  

    assaulting and exercising battery on the person of  

    Plaintiff. 

71. Even assuming Republican Campaign felt there was little they  

    could do to curtail the verbal attacks executed by  

    Republican Candidate for President Donald J Trump; They, the  

    Defendants as herein described, could easily have went  

    around their Candidate and offered to amend the injurious  

    incident. Republican Campaign et al had many forewarnings  

    that Republican Candidate for President, Donald J. Trump  

    had on many previous occasions shown a propensity  
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    and disregard for the rights of Americans to peacefully  

    assembly. However, on more than one or two occasions,  

    Defendant Republican Candidate for President would have so  

    called “Protestors” physically and forcibly removed from his  

    events. Republican Campaign had a responsibility to have in  

    place a process or program by which, should Candidate Donald  

    J. Trump continue to violate their charter, to hold him  

    responsible and to make amends. They the Republican Party  

    failed in both regards and are now being called to task. 

72. One could easily give odds that sooner or later, Candidate  

    Donald J. Trump would assail and assault a supporter.  

    Statistically; such an event was destined to happen.  

    (Exhibit D & D-1). (Yard Signs) 

73. The mere fact that a Black Male supported Candidate Donald  

    J. Trump, and stood amongst a field of White supporters,  

    should in no way, have caused Defendant Republican Candidate  

    for President Donald J Trump to have any concerns of  

    being disrupted. This behavior was good for crowd incitement  

    and media toughness. In the same vain Plaintiff should in no  

    way have anticipated being attacked by Republican Candidate  

    Donald J. Trump or his representatives. Republican  

    Candidate for President Donald J. Thumps’ behavior was   

    Unconscionable reprehensible and should not be 
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    allowed to stand, as a tolerated event in American history.  

  

              Plaintiffs Fifth Cause of Action 

   (Negligent Retention and The Lack of Supervision Claim   

   Against Defendant Campaign) 

74. The allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs are   

    incorporated by reference herein. 

75. At all times herein, Defendant Campaign, Republican  

    National Committee, had a duty to exercise due care in the   

    supervision of their Republican Presidential Candidate.   

    Even with a Candidate, as rambunctious as Republican  

    Candidate for President Donald J. Trump, said Candidate was  

    running under the Banneker of becoming the Republican Party  

    President, Defendant Campaign should have exercised some  

    level of control. 

76. If for any reason, Defendant Campaign found themselves  

    unable to exercise any reasonable control over their  

    Republican Candidate; said Republican Campaign aka  

    Republican National Committee, Republican National Party et  

    al; should have then created an alternative plan based on  

    the greater characteristics that embellished the spirit and  

    morals of our founding Fathers.  

77. Plaintiff states, in the bylaws and the rules of the  
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    Republican Campaign and National Republican Committee,  

    Republican National Party, they set forth the following:    

                           PREAMBLE;  

    “BE IT RESOLVED, That the Republican Party is the party of   

    the open door. Ours is the party of liberty, the party of  

    equality, of opportunity for all, and favoritism for none.  

    It is the intent and purpose of these rules to encourage and   

    allow the broadest possible participation of all voters in   

    Republican Party activities at all levels and to assure that  

    the Republican Party is open and accessible to all   

    Americans. BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the following be and   

    hereby are adopted as The Rules of the Republican Party,   

    composed of the rules for the election and government of the  

    Republican National Committee until the next national  

    convention, the rules under which delegates and alternate  

    delegates shall be allotted to the respective states in the  

    next national convention, and the rules under which such  

    delegates and alternate delegates shall be elected and under  

    which contests shall be considered, and the rules of  

    business of this national convention.” 

78. In so much as the Republican National Chair, The Republican  

    National Committee, The Republican National Party,  

    Republican National Campaign has so established, their      
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    dominance over any Republican Candidate or activity and it  

    seeming they failed to exercise any reasonable and expected  

    control over Republican Candidate for President Donald J.  

    Trump.  As such they the Defendant Republican National  

    Chair, Defendant National Campaign, Defendant Republican  

    National Committee and Defendant National Party, are as  

    culpable as Republican Candidate for President, Donald J.  

    Trump.  

79. Defendant Campaign was further negligent in its supervision  

    or the lack thereof, relative to Candidate Donald J. Trump’s  

    behavior.  As it should have known the repetitive  

    demeaning and torturous behavior of Republican Candidate  

    Donald J. Trump would at some point cause injury to  

    Defendant Campaign, Committee and to the moral values of  

    Republican Voters. While said Defendant Campaign did not  

    know Plaintiff would become the victim of Candidate Donald  

    J. Trumps egregious behavior: still had Defendant  

    Republicans et. al taken reasonable and expected  

    care over their Republican Candidate, 10.26.17 would never  

    have happened.   

80. Thus Plaintiff would never have suffered the severe  

    emotional distress, severe mental anguish, anxiety,  

    humiliation, embarrassment, battery and irreparable harm of  
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    that night October 26th 2016. The time and expenses to  

    rebuild Plaintiffs dignity, reputation and confidence in the  

    Republican brand again requires multiple damages be awarded.  

    Including but not limited to compensatory damages. 

81. Defendant Campaign & Defendant Republican Candidate Actions  

    were done malicious, willfully and wantonly and in a manner,  

    that demonstrates a total reckless disregard for Plaintiffs  

    rights.  Because of Defendant Campaign and Defendant  

    Republican Candidate for President Donald J. Trump’s  

    conduct; Plaintiff is entitled to recover punitive damages. 

 

  JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays the Court to: 

    82. Enter a judgment against Defendants and order Defendants   

       to pay Plaintiff compensatory damages in excess of an   

       amount sum sufficient that subject matter jurisdiction   

       is properly vested in the Court and as well punitive  

       damages.   

    83. Award Plaintiff all reasonable costs and fees incurred  

       in connection with this action.  Plaintiff notes this   

       action is being filed Pro Se. Until and or Unless counsel  

       can be located.  

    84. Plaintiff wants to remind all, he is in no way qualified  
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 to bring this action before this Court. However, he asks 

this Court to know the following: Plaintiff is a Marine 

  Disabled Veteran and Afghanistan Army Veteran. The values 

    by which Plaintiff and thousands of Americans have served 

   this Great Nation; demand that even in, no especially in  

   the face of overwhelming power; we never, ever give up. We  

   stand strong until there is not one breath left.  Before   

   that one expires, we find a way to fight on, even after our 

  demise. This this action is predicated on the foundation of 

 American strength, and values; which lead to this Nation’s  

    founding in the face of overwhelming odds against. In the  

    spirit of E pluribus Unum; Plaintiff ask this case be given 

    a wide latitude of forbearance. 

85. Award Plaintiff such other and further equitable relief

as the Court deems appropriate under the circumstances:

And;

86. Grant Plaintiff a trial of this matter by a jury.

This the 30th day of June 2017

  __________________________ 

C.J. Cary

3661 Sunset Ave # 222 

Rocky Mount, N.C. 27804 

Phone: 757.344.6220 
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Additional Exhibits 

Exhibit F:  Michael Baisden reports. ”Trump Get Him Out”. 

Exhibit G:  News & Observer. Thug Escorted Out of Trump Kinston Rally. 

Exhibit H:  United Kingdom Metro News. “Trump Kicks Out Black Man.” 

Exhibit I:  The Grio Online News & Blog. “Trump Calls Black Man Thug”. 

Exhibit J:  New York Daily News. “Trump Boots Black Supporter Out”. 

Exhibit K:  Youtube News. “Trump Kicks out Black Supporter He Mistook 

for Protestor. 

Exhibit L:  The Washington Post. Trump Booted a Black Man From His 

Rally and Called Him a “THUG”. Turns Out he is a    

 Supporter. 

Exhibit M:  The Rachel Maddox Show. Trump Mistakes a Black Supporter 

as a Thug. 

Exhibit N:  Presidential Proposal to Candidate Donald J. Trump. 

Exhibit O:  Iranian News. Trump Throws Black Supporter Out of Rally “ 

Calls him Thug”. 

Exhibit P:  Misc:  Cary vs Trump 

Exhibit Q:  2016 N.C. Republican Party State Convention 
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Exhibit (A). Republican C.J. Cary vs Republican Candidate Donald J Trump And Republican Party et al
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COMFORTING MESSAGE FROM THE HONORABLE 

Representative STEVE TARVIN.  
2nd Dristict State of Georgia Congress

STEVE TARVIN 
More 
Close 

I read many of your tweets after hearing you were removed from a Trump rally. You are to be admired for what you 

have accepted from God. You are a good man, if there are any. Thank you for who and what you are. 
Oct 28 

Complaint: General Court of Justice Superior Court  "Lenoir County" Exhibit (B). Republican C.J. Cary vs Republican Presidential Candidate Donald
J. Trump
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Representative Tarvin, Thank you so much. Please see that so special document @ http:// Justice4america.org;   An honor 
to hear from you. 

Oct 29 

If you don't mind, I would like what first name you are call by and a phone number. It will be kept private. I think the 
Trump campaign will contact you. If you don't want to I understand. Or have they already contacted you? Again if you 
are not interested I understand 
Oct 29 

I can only see page one of the eight. Am I doing something wrong 

Your document 

Complaint: General Court of Justice Superior Court  "Lenoir County" Exhibit (B). Republican C.J. Cary vs Republican Presidential Candidate Donald
J. Trump
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Oct 29 

Sir I have been a friend to Donald since 1986 when I worked for the Treasury Dept Investigating the Atlantic City 
Casinos. He personally wrote me a very kind letter in 1989/90 when he and Ivana were going thru their divorce. Ivana 
also wrote me. They both thanked me, and suggested people grow apart. This was a Triumph moment. Neither 
Donald nor Ivana had any responsibility to respond. They both did. My name is Lawrence CJ Cary. I perfer C.J. since 
it is short & simple. The document can be seen in full at http://justice4america.org  I will try to fix the 1 page on twitter. 
Oct 29 

I got it to open and passed it along 
Oct 29 

Complaint: General Court of Justice Superior Court  "Lenoir County" Exhibit (B). Republican C.J. Cary vs Republican Presidential Candidate Donald
J. Trump
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Thanks do you want someone from the Trump campaign to contact you, if so tell me how 
Oct 29 

God richly bless you. Thank you. I would love to hear from them, Donald especially. Oh phone number is 
757.344.6220. I am a full time student at L.A. Film School. Remotely. I tend to be up late. So if possible, best time to 
call is after 12 noon. 

In jest I say, I certainly heard from him Wednesday night. Still a Great man and my hero. 
Oct 29 

I am trying to get this through to them, I am sincere in my attempt. Please let me Me know each day if you have or 
have not heard from them. I pray I can, through HIM all things are possible. 

Complaint: General Court of Justice Superior Court  "Lenoir County" Exhibit (B). Republican C.J. Cary vs Republican Presidential Candidate Donald
J. Trump
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Oct 29 

truly you are also A Great Man. So true thru HIM. I will keep you informed. 
Oct 29 

Good job for Trump in the Washington Post, most are not the man of God you are (what was in the post will let 
everyone know what kind of man you truly are). I still am working on a connection and have forwarded your number 
and document forward. They are very busy right now, but I feel we may be able to get it through channels before the 
election if not then after. Working for you to be heard. 
Flag this message Delete this message 
Oct 29 

Complaint: General Court of Justice Superior Court  "Lenoir County" Exhibit (B). Republican C.J. Cary vs Republican Presidential Candidate Donald
J. Trump
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Hi there, Yes I thought Amy at the Post did a fantastic job. Of course I shall always thank you. Great Americans will 
equal a greater Country. 

Yes the campaign is in high gear. Donald is doing really good. 
Oct 29 

Oct 29 

Complaint: General Court of Justice Superior Court  "Lenoir County" Exhibit (A). Republican C.J. Cary vs Republican Presidential Candidate Donald J. Trump



Complaint: General Court of Justice Superior Court  "Lenoir County" Exhibit (C). Republican C.J. Cary vs Republican Presidential Candidate Donald J. 
Trump

C.J.  Cary Volunteering at Trump Headquarters, Greenville, C.J.



Complaint: General Court of Justice Superior Court  "Lenoir County" Exhibit (D). Republican C.J. Cary vs Republican Presidential Candidate Donald
J. Trump



C.J. Cary's House ...Nash County N.C.

Complaint: General Court of Justice Superior Court  "Lenoir County" Exhibit (D-2). Republican C.J. Cary vs Republican Presidential Candidate 
Donald J. Trump
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6/16/2017 'Get him out!': Trump Removes Black Supporter From Rally, Calls Him 'Thug'

http://michaelbaisden.com/get-trump-removes-black-supporter-rally-calls-thug/ 1/2

News

‘Get him out!’: Trump Removes Black 
Supporter From Rally, Calls Him

‘Thug’
Add Comment

‘Were you paid $1,500 to be a thug?’: Black Trump
supporter escorted out of rally after the Donald
mistakes him for a protester
A black Trump supporter was thrown out of a campaign rally after he was accused of being a
protester.

C. J. Cary , a long time supporter of the Donald, attended the rally in Kinston, North Carolina on
Wednesday.
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Trump was mid-speech when the crowd began booing, waving their Trump Pence signs and
pointing at Cary.

‘That’s all right, leave him alone,’ the Republican presidential candidate told the crowd, according
to the News Observer.

But he swiftly changed his mind.

‘We have a protester,’ Trump declared.

‘By the way, were you paid $1,500 to be a thug?’ he asked, scanning the crowd. ‘Where’s the
protester? Where is he? Was he paid?’

Cary was then escorted from the event by security as the audience cheered.

Trump asks 'protester' if he was paid by Clinton to be a 'thug'
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UNDER THE DOME

Accused ‘thug’ escorted out of Trump’s Kinston rally says he’s actually a supporter
BY BRYAN ANDERSON
Correspondent

Nash County resident C.J. Cary arrived at the Kinston Jet Center Wednesday night in eager anticipation of a Donald Trump rally.

Cary says he wanted to deliver a note to Trump urging him to be less offensive and more inclusive to four demographic groups: black people, women, 
people with disabilities and college students. Cary, an African-American, says he’s an ex-Marine who also worked in Afghanistan as a civilian for the 
U.S. Army.

He walked his way toward the front rows, stood about 20-30 feet from the stage and shouted “Donald” while waving his document to try to get 
Trump’s attention.

‘Thug’ escorted out of Trump’s Kinston rally says he’s actually a 
supporter 1:40
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“He entirely mistook that and thought that I was a protester,” Cary said.

Trump’s response: “Were you paid $1,500 to be a thug?” Cary was escorted out.

In the third and final presidential debate, Trump said the Clinton campaign was paying protesters to disrupt his rallies.

Cary said he wasn’t there to protest Trump’s appearance. In fact, he said, he supports the Republican presidential nominee. He just wants to see
Trump act more polite and welcoming to minorities.

The Rocky Mount Telegram wrote about the dozens of Trump signs in Cary’s yard, some of which were vandalized.

Cary said he views the presidential race as a choice between two apples: one rotten apple and one that is sour and bitter. He views Trump as the sour
one, and supports him because he said Trump has some redemptive qualities.

In the note itself, Cary told Trump the following:

“I have to get ready to come to Kinston. Donald I am not including everything. But you must defeat lying Hillary and lying Obama. These characters
are bad really bad.”

One official on Trump’s personal security detail who escorted Cary out of the venue noticed he was wearing a GOP badge. Cary explained he just
wanted to give Trump his note.

“I said, ‘I was trying to get to this doc to Mr. Donald … will you get this to Donald?’” Cary said. “He said, ‘Well dude, we’d be happy to give it to
him.’”

According to Cary, the security official told him he should have contacted someone on Trump’s staff or security detail instead of disrupting the rally.
The official then accepted Cary’s request to pass along the note to Trump.

Nash County resident C.J. Cary is escorted out of the Donald Trump rally at the Kinston Jet Center Wednesday, Oct. 26, 2016. Bryan Anderson
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C.J. Cary, wearing sunglasses, waved to fellow Trump supporters as they goaded him

A black man who was kicked out of a Donald Trump rally and labelled a ‘thug’ by the presidential candidate is a 
long-time supporter of the Republican.

C.J. Cary was accused of being a protester by Trump, who interrupted his speech in Kinston, North Carolina to ensure
Cary was removed from the venue.

Ukip leadership frontrunner would have referendum on bringing back death penalty

However, the businessman couldn’t have been more wrong, as Mr Cary attended in support of Trump – and was hoping
to hand-deliver a note he had written to him.

But despite the humiliating incident, Mr Cary insisted he will still vote for Trump over Hillary Clinton.

Footage shows the crowd becoming restless as Trump says ‘we have a protester’, before asking him ‘were you paid
$1,500 to be a thug?’

Donald Trump kicked one of his supporters out of a rally

Harley Tamplin for Metro.co.ukSunday 30 Oct 2016 4:37 pm         Sunday 30 Oct 2016 4:37 pm

Black man kicked out of Trump rally turned out to be a supporter
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Donald Trump kicked one of his supporters out of a rallyhttp://metro.co.uk/video/1349367

Trump had no mercy (Picture: Getty)

Trump then instructed his security to ‘get him out’, to cheers from the crowd.

Mr Cary told the Washington Post: ‘Everyone else is waving Trump signs and I’m waving this white letter.’

He said that, coupled with the fact that he was wearing sunglasses at the evening rally to deal with his sensitivity to light, 
may have sparked alarm.

Mr Cary added that the security official agreed to deliver the letter for him.

Mr Cary added: ‘I was a little sad but was more happy than sad because my purpose for being there was to give that
document to Donald.
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Cary was ‘sad’ to be kicked out

Trump reckons Hillary Clinton is paying people to disrupt his rallies (Picture: Getty)

‘My mission was to make sure I got it in the right hands, because someone could have just easily tossed it or dropped it.’

He claimed that his correspondence with Trump went back to 1992, when the pair exchanged letters after Trump’s
divorce from first wife Ivana.

More: World
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 by Ashantai Hathaway | November 4, 2016 at 10:00 AM Filed in: News, Video

Black man called ‘thug’ by Trump at rally
says he still supports him

CJ Cary was escorted out of a Donald Trump
rally last week in North Carolina and called a
“thug” by the Republican presidential
nominee.

Cary was not a protester. He was at the rally
because he’s a Trump supporter.

And, despite being labeled a “thug” by the
very man he supports, he’s still supporting
him.

“I still think he is a great man,” Cary told theGrio.com in an interview.

Video from the rally shows a large number of Trump supporters pointing at Cary, signaling 
security to escort him out for what they thought at the time was “protesting.” Trump, sensing 
Cary was a protester, can then be heard saying, “we have a protester.”
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CJ Cary (Photo/Courtesy, CJ Cary) | Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump (Photo by Joe Raedle/Getty Images)
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“By the way,” Trump continued, “Were you paid $1,500 to be a thug? […] You can get him
out, get him out.”

But if you think Cary is upset about the ordeal, you would be wrong.

— Trump mistakes black supporter for protester, calls him ‘thug’ — 

“Calling me a thug does not indicate that I’m black,” Cary said, “A thug technically can be
anybody that’s disruptive and does not respect the rights of others, and that’s what he saw
me doing, not being a part of the event and spirit of others.”

In fact, Cary says Donald Trump has been falsely accused of making racist comments
against blacks.

“I have not heard Donald Trump say anything racially against a person,” Cary insists.

Cary says he attended the rally to deliver Trump an important document proposal that came
to him in a dream.

The document apparently had four key points that explained why Donald Trump should
reach out and apologize to some voters that he offended, including women and disabled
people, but not AfricanAmericans. Still, Cary says since the event made national headlines
he has been bombarded with criticism.

“My house got egged a few days ago, constantly trashed, people have been out on the front
lawn, torn up my [Trump] sign,” Cary said. “I refuse to let them make me back down a
coward because it’s my right to support whomever I choose.”

— Trump campaign accused of intimidating thousands of black voters — 

As for why he is not choosing to vote for Hilary Clinton, Cary believes she “lost her way”
and is solely motivated by money.

Trump has not polled well with black supporters. A recent CBS News Poll shows just 4
percent of African Americans support Donald Trump, but Cary says the polls indicate
unfounded hatred AfricanAmericans have for Trump and his supporters.

TheGrio.com reached out to the Trump campaign about the incident but did not get a
response.

‘Thug’ escorted out of Trump’s Kinston rally says he’s actually a supporter 1:40
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Donald Trump booted a black man from a North Carolina rally and called him a “thug” after 

mistaking him for a protester hired by the Clinton campaign.

The ejected attendee, C.J. Cary, is actually an ardent Trump supporter who says he’s exchanged 

letters with the real estate mogul since 1992, according to a Rocky Mount Telegram story from July.

Cary, a former Marine, arrived to the rally in Kinston, N.C., on Thursday night hoping to give Trump 

a note urging him to run a more inclusive campaign, he told the News & Observer.

SEE IT: Trump boots black supporter from rally, calls him 'thug'
BY LAURA BULT

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS Updated: Saturday, October 29, 2016, 5:57 PM
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Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump mistakenly asked security to escort a 
supporter, who Trump thought was a protester hired by the Clinton campaign, out of his rally. 
(BRENNAN LINSLEY/AP)

“He entirely mistook that and thought I was a protester,” Cary told the paper.

Cary said he was determined to deliver Trump a message encouraging him to be more accepting of 

black people, women, the disabled and college students, the News & Observer reported.

He managed to get within 30 feet of the podium where Trump was speaking, waving the note and 

shouting “Donald,” before the candidate singled him out.

Video of the incident shows Trump ask him: “Were you paid $1,500 to be a thug?”
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“He said, ‘Well dude, we’d be happy to give it to him,’ ” 

Cary told the paper.

A photo shows Cary, in sunglasses, passing a piece of 

paper to someone reported to be a security of cial.

C.J. Cary was booted by Donald Trump during Wednesdays rally after calling him a 
“thug.” (NEWSOBSERVER.COM)

Trump was referencing earlier claims that the Clinton campaign pays protesters to 

disrupt his rallies.

Cary explained to a security of cer escorting him out of the rally that he was a supporter 

intending to give Trump a note and asked the of cer to deliver it for him.

Trump calls black supporter a "thug," has him kicked out of a 
rally in North Carolina. newsobserver.com/news/politics-…
11:37 AM - 28 Oct 2016 · Arlington, VA
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C.J. Cary says he's corresponded with Trump for decades. (@LCJCARY)

Cary’s support for Trump is well-documented — in July, he told the Rocky Mount Telegram that he's 

spent roughly $1,800 replacing some of the 40 Trump campaign sings he displays in his yard when 

vandals repeatedly steal them. 

In the same story, he said he began corresponding with Trump in 1992 while the magnate was going 

through his  rst divorce. Cary said Trump responded to his letters.

“I support Trump because he's honest,” Cary told the Rocky Mount Telegram. “You can work with an 

honest person and convince them their vision isn't in the best interest of everyone. You can't work 

with dishonest people. That's why I don't like Obama — the worst president in American history.”

Trump has targeted black attendees at his rallies in the past.

At an event in California in June, Trump singled out a black man yelling: “Oh, look at my African-

American over here!”

The GOP nominee is earning a paltry 4% of black likely voters, according to the latest CBS News poll.
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You're a sucker if you actually believe Trump would mistake him for a protester
because he's black.   
This is just more bullshit games the left are playing.  

Trump has done more for black people than all Democrats in o�ce right now. Read more

 1  Reply •

psiklops71 7 months ago

fuck trump he is a piece of gutter shit 

 18  Reply •

psiklops71 5 months ago

+michaeljkeywest   i fought for this country what have you done you puke oh that's
right not a god dam thing 

Reply •

Cole Luciano 5 months ago

michaeljkeywest stfu dumb shit 

 Reply •

freddy fermin 7 months ago

He's name is Cary a former marine and a trump supporter. I hope this idiot lost badly. 

 14  Reply •

Wasteland nomad 5 months ago

freddy fermin too bad, bitch 

 1  Reply •

Tom V 7 months ago

Where do I sign up for the $1500 and free IPhone, I want to be a protestor. 

 12  Reply •

blackericdenice 7 months ago

Tom V The same place where Trump is building the the wall. 

 1  Reply •

Tim Sadvak 7 months ago 

F. racist 

 7 Reply •

3rdworldtraveler 7 months ago

He's Americas Dirtbag 

 5  Reply •

Donald is your buddy. 7 months ago

3rdworldtraveler Hello...anyone home...have you read up on Hillary. I think her and 
bill have plenty of garbage you haven't sifted through yet. Bill was charged and had 
to settle sexual assault cases..on multiple occasions. He even committed adultery 
in the white House and lied to the public to their faces. If you elect Hillary he sleeps 
in the white House. I'd rather have Trump. Yeah he may not be the greatest but whatRead more

Reply •

blackericdenice 7 months ago

Black military men believe they are better than normal black men. Trump just showed him 
otherwise. 

 6Reply •

Ethan Michell 7 months ago

Hitlery bots going insane tonight 

 4Reply •
Fristname1 Lastname1 7 months ago

Ethan Michell do be too upset when Hillary wins. Try to stay calm. 

Reply •
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View all 5 replies 

Seeking the Truth 7 months ago

I'm sure this incident was fabricated by the liberal media.  
/roll eyes 

 4Reply •

razumfrackle 7 months ago

Trump will be President. 

 2  Reply •

blackericdenice 7 months ago

razumfrackle And Obama doing a 3rd term. 

 5  Reply •

Fristname1 Lastname1 7 months ago

razumfrackle No 

 1  Reply •

Mr KeeMo 7 months ago

you dump americans thinking hillary and trump are different 

 2  Reply •

Locher Male�cent 7 months ago

Trump and Hillary have been close forever, now they're all the sudden rivals. Give 
me a break, They're putting on a show for you gullible sheeple while dividing the 
nation. Seems like its all a game to cause civil unrest, I mean if Hillary wins, it was 
"rigged" right? Will people revolt? 

 Reply •

blackericdenice 7 months ago

+Locher Male�cent Racist people are dividing the country. You can't make good 
people hate one another. 

Reply •

Hugues Payens 7 months ago

Good job on dividing our country, I hope you lose you PoS Trump. 

 3  Reply •

Donald is your buddy. 7 months ago

Hugues Payens America was well divided when there were black at the back of the 
bus..and white only pool halls and black slavery. I think it's a lot better then it used 
to be bud. Don't believe the media hype. 

Reply •

Random Person on the Internet 7 months ago (edited)

This doesn't help against the perceived prejudices towards minorities and military 
veterans. 

 5Reply •

blackericdenice 7 months ago

Random Person on the Internet You think 

 Reply •

Logic Always 7 months ago

Really Lol? Trump was asking where he was, he never even saw the guy, he took the 
crowds word for it.  

If you dont get why he went right to the question of how much he got paid to be a thug, you 
havent been paying attention. Hillary, whom has over 90% of the black vote had paidRead more

 1Reply •

mel vuki 2 months ago

Fuck this wanna be hitler orange honkey 

Search

Skip na
This guy will de�nitely be the cause of a civil war in the United States Of America 
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Reply •

Good day 6 months ago 

F Trump 

 Reply •

Emo Kid 7 months ago

Pray that we don't go in to World War 3........ 

Reply •

Locher Male�cent 7 months ago

The way Trump throws up his 666 hand sign all gay like @0:01 is  comedy gold! 

 Reply •

Jimmy Wang 7 months ago

ahahahaha someone kick trump out for being white. 

 Reply •

Donald is your buddy. 7 months ago

Jimmy Wang Hillary would have to go to shes white. 

 Reply •

Jimmy Wang 7 months ago

Mark is your buddy. why not? are you assumming i am a chinese american who 
supports hillary? 

Reply •

Wasteland nomad 7 months ago

so much lies in this video 

 Reply •

Derrick Minor 7 months ago

To be fair to Trump it's a pretty big Crowd Two most protesters are Minorities or white 
social justice warriors��(I'm mixed By the way) 

Reply •

louieDsypo 7 months ago

hahahahahahahahaahahahahahahahahahaaahahahahahahaahahahhaahahahahahahahah
ahahahahahahahaahahahahaha 

 1Reply •

Santiago Bron 7 months ago

it's called stop and frisk   

duh 

Reply •
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The Fix

Trump booted a black man
from his rally and called him
a ‘thug.’ Turns out he is a
supporter.

By Amy B Wang  October 29, 2016

Midway into his speech, the crowd suddenly grew restless, so Donald Trump paused.

An increasing number of people began pointing at a person to Trump's right. Soon, hundreds of people who had gathered for

his Wednesday evening campaign rally in Kinston, N.C., were frantically waving their “Trump Pence” signs in that direction.

Trump glanced at the person his supporters were singling out: A black man wearing a suit jacket and sunglasses.

“That's all right, leave him alone,” said Trump, who at first seemed dismissive of what he saw.

He quickly pivoted.

“We have a protester,” Trump declared. The crowd booed.

“By the way, were you paid $1,500 to be a thug?” he said, seemingly addressing both the crowd and the person simultaneously.

“Where's the protester? Where is he? Was he paid?”

(Trump has accused Clinton's campaign of paying protesters to disrupt his rallies after an online video sting by the

conservative group Project Veritas Action captured a Democratic operative describing “conflict engagement in the lines at

Trump rallies.” The Washington Post's Fact Checker noted that Trump had “jumbled up a lot of the issues brought up in the

video by Project Veritas” and rated the claim “Three Pinocchios.")

Somewhere in the crowd, Trump's security detail escorted a man out of the rally as the audience cheered.

“You can get him out,” Trump said, making a sideways motion with his thumb. “Get him out.”
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The person in question turned out to be C.J. Cary, a North Carolina resident, who claims to be a longtime Trump supporter.

Cary, in a phone interview Saturday with The Washington Post, said he had gone to the rally because he wanted to hand-

deliver a note to the Republican presidential nominee. He made his way to about 20 to 30 feet from the stage and was

shouting “Donald!” while waving his note around to try to catch his attention.

“Everyone else is waving Trump signs and I'm waving this white letter,” Cary, 63, said. He said that, coupled with the fact that

he was wearing sunglasses during an evening rally to deal with his sensitivity to light, may have been what set people off.

That's when Trump's crowd turned on him, and Cary was removed from.

Cary said a security official noticed he appeared to be a supporter but said he should not have disrupted the rally.

“He asked me, 'What happened? You have on a GOP badge,'" Cary said. “I said, 'I'm yelling at Donald, and he thinks I'm a

protester.'”

Cary explained that he had wanted to hand Trump a note, and the security official agreed to deliver the letter on Cary's behalf,

he said.

"'If you had just gotten this to us we would have given it to him,'" Cary said he was told. "'But now that people think you're a

protester, it's better that you leave.'”

In video footage, Cary can be seen waving to the crowd as he is escorted out of the rally. He later said it was “all fine” and that

he still plans on voting for Trump.

Cary has not heard back officially from the Trump campaign but says at least one Trump surrogate in Georgia reached out to

him after the incident.

“I was a little sad [that I was escorted out] but was more happy than sad because my purpose for being there was to give that

document to Donald,” Cary said. “My mission was to make sure I got it in the right hands, because someone could have just

easily tossed it or dropped it.”

The note Cary wanted to deliver was an eight-page document that emphasized that he was against both Democratic nominee

Hillary Clinton and President Obama: “I have to get ready to come to Kinston,” it read in part. “Donald I am not including

everything. But you must defeat lying Hillary and lying Obama. These characters are bad really bad.”

Cary says he is a Marine veteran and Trump campaign volunteer, and he claims to have been corresponding with Trump since

1992. That year he wrote Donald and Ivana Trump “an impassioned letter” upon hearing they were separating. To his surprise,

he says, Donald Trump wrote back, and he has been an ardent supporter of his ever since.
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According to a report in the Rocky Mount Telegram, Cary has struggled with vandalism or theft of the more than 40 Trump

signs he kept on his home in North Carolina town about 60 miles northeast of Raleigh.

Cary told The Post that he now has about 100 signs on his yard.

“I support Trump because he's honest,” Cary told the Telegram. “You can work with an honest person and convince them their

vision isn't in the best interest of everyone. You can't work with dishonest people. That's why I don't like Obama — the worst

president in American history.”

It was not the first time a Trump supporter has been ousted from one of his rallies. In August, Jake Anantha, a half-Indian

student at Central Piedmont Community College, attended a Trump rally in Charlotte

“And what happened there shook my faith,” Anantha wrote in a guest column for The Post afterward. Security officials told

Anantha that he was a “known protester,” and despite evidence to the contrary, insisted that he must leave.

“I still don’t know why I was asked to leave. But I think it has something to do with my race,” Anantha wrote. “My mother is

white and my father is Indian. When [Trump's head of security Eddie] Deck saw me, I wonder whether he noticed that I look

different from most Trump supporters. I wonder whether he assumed that I couldn’t possibly support Trump because of how I

look.”

From the start of his campaign, Trump frequently has been accused of being racist, perhaps most notably because of his years-

long refusal to acknowledge that Obama was born in the United States.

Trump and his surrogates deny allegations that he is racist. Most recently, former New York mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani

defended Trump on MSNBC by saying that “to call anyone a racist is outrageous” and noting that Trump has golf partners of

different races.

“Racist? The last thing in the world Donald Trump is is a racist,” Giuliani told “MSNBC Live” anchor Stephanie Ruhle. “I’ve

known him for 28 years. The man likes white people. He likes black people. He likes Hispanic people. He plays golf with

them.”

Read more:

Only 2 points separate Clinton, Trump in latest tracking poll

Trump supporter charged with voting twice in Iowa

Professor who’s predicted 30 years of presidential elections correctly is doubling down on a Trump win
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Eric Trump says his father will accept election results — ‘if they’re fair’

Amy B Wang is a general assignment reporter for The Washington Post.  Follow @amybwang
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6/16/2017 Trump mistakes a black supporter as a 'thug' | MSNBC

The Rachel Maddow Show / The MaddowBlog

Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump speaks at a campaign rally in Panama City, Fla. on Oct. 11, 2016. Photo

by Mike Segar/Reuters

Trump mistakes a black supporter as a ‘thug’
10/31/16 09:20 AM

By Steve Benen

It’s not exactly a secret that Donald Trump has struggled to earn support from African-American voters, 
but North Carolina’s C.J. Cary, a retired Marine, doesn’t care if he’s one of a limited number of black 
Trump backers. In fact, when Trump campaigned in North Carolina last week, Cary wasn’t just excited to 
see the man he hopes to help elect, he also wanted to pass a note along to the candidate with 
suggestions on how to broaden his appeal. As the News & Observer reported, it didn’t go well.

He walked his way toward the front rows, stood about 20-30 feet from the stage and shouted 
“Donald” while wa65 ving his document to try to get Trump’s attention.
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Explore:

“He entirely mistook that and thought that I was a protester,” Cary said. 

Trump’s response: “Were you paid $1,500 to be a thug?” Cary was escorted out.

Before Trump’s supporter was escorted away, the candidate said, “You can get him out. Get him out.” 

As a rule, mistaking a supporter as a critic is embarrassing enough, and Trump’s theories that protesters 
are being paid $1,500 by Democrats aren’t true. 

But it’s the racial component of this that’s especially unsettling. Trump saw an African-American 
supporter and quickly assumed Cary was a “thug.” Over the summer, the Republican nominee famously 
pointed to a black audience member during a rally, saying, “There’s my African American over there,” 
That wasn’t well received, and by some measures, Trump’s use of the word “thug” is worse. 

As for Cary, the North Carolinian told the Washington Post he plans to support Trump anyway, despite 
last week’s incident, and a campaign aide at the event assured Cary his note would reach the candidate. 

“I was a little sad [that I was escorted out] but was more happy than sad because my purpose for being 
there was to give that document to Donald,” Cary said. 

The MaddowBlog, Donald Trump, Election 2016, Elections, Equality, North Carolina and
Race
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“Proud to Be a Republican” 

10.26.16 

This proposal is based on primarily the needs of a Nation. 

I call it:  

The Midas Touch.

By nature, Humans are a bit self-centered.  They are motivated by their 

needs, factual or imagined.  They love gifts and they love to be in control or 

inclusive in their destiny. That is as best they can foresee a chosen destiny.   

Mr. Donald J. Trump during the course of his Presidential Campaign has 

offended several Voter demographic groups. 

1. Blacks
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2. Women

3. Handicap

4. Additionally, I suggest he reach out to those of college ages.

Based on Human nature:  Mr. Trump should strongly consider making 

amends to these groups thru the following steps.  In contrition, when one does not 

intend to offend; and in none of these Voter Groups did Mr. Trump intend to 

offend.  Nevertheless, many Voters have not felt included in his Administration 

and have taken offense themselves. 

 I will start with Women first. 

1. With the type of offenses not crimes as in offenses, but offended, some

women have taken against Mr. Trump, I recommend a clean suggestion to

heal this and the following Voter Groups.  Regarding Women, I suggest Mr.

Trump:

a. Give another apology followed by telling women his words were not

representative of him nor how he feels about women. They are the

greatest and no life without them.  His heartfelt apology forces him to

understand he needs to do more than just apologize.  He will if elected,

propose a special day for all women.  It can be called The International

Woman’s Day.  It will be a Federal Holiday.  So they can rest or

whatever they choose.  This without a doubt will get their attention.

b. Mr. Trump can have advised, he will make at least 50% of his

appointees, women.  This really may not be needed.  But it will help.
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2. Handicaps 

a. Mr. Trump can also make an apology not because he did anything, but 

more because they perceived he offended them.  Mr. Trump can offer 

them hope via including them in his administration.  That is, he will 

hire and/or appoint persons with handicaps. 

b. After attending your Kinston event, by which you so eloquently threw 

me out and called me a Thug?  Really Donald?  Handicap persons 

need to be given preferential treatment when it comes to any public 

events, any!  As I worked my way through the crowd, I could not 

believe how many wheel chair bound persons were trapped in the 

crowd and of course could not stand up.  This is scandalous for a 

Nation of our humanity. Even moreso when they are United States 

Veterans. 
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3. College & Vocational Students  

a.  Offer them a financial assistance.  It could be formatted like this.  

b. Once they graduate, some of their school debt will be forgiven based 

on say they gpa.   

c. For A grades 50% will be forgiven 

d. B students 25% 

e. C students 0-2 percent. 

 

4. Blacks.  I saved this for last since it will be the more controversial. 

a. History tells us that on 9.22.1862 President Abraham Lincoln freed the 

Slaves. 

b. History tells us that President John F. Kennedy was loved by Blacks, not 

because of any legislation, but because he appointed Blacks to many key 

and important positions. As well he met with Dr. King and seemed happy 

to surround himself and meet with other Blacks.  

c. History also tells us that President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the Civil 

Rights Act of 1964. 

During each of these Presidents terms, they were concerned about extending 

kindness to Blacks.  Not based on their fears, but more based upon others who 

would disagree.  However, they stood tall and have become Immortals within the 

Historic landscape of this Great nation.   
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The Proposal for Blacks. 

1. A very bad word to some whites:  Reparation.  This is very important.  

2. Reparation can be approached in a number of ways.  I suggest, Blacks are 

allowed to feel proud in being Black and proud they are being blessed with a 

President Donald J. Trump. 

3. I suggest this Reparation be given in part the name:  Native Black Americans. 

4. This is how it could work. 

5. First defined.  A native Black American could be defined as: 

6. A Black person disposed from their homeland and thru capture or slavery was 

transported to our National Territories or Lands or the USA and placed in 

slavery, as historically defined.  

7. Now those original Native Black Americans are long since deceased.  

However, their sufferings passed on to their heirs.  Thus the thank you for this 

Nation will also pass on. Therefore, any living heirs will be afforded a status 

of Native Black Americans.  Similar in part to the status of Native Americans.   

8. The immediate benefits to them; They will receive a cash award, amounting to 

a sum yet to be determined.  This amount should be significant enough to 

assist those who deal drugs, and other socially ill behaviors to know they can 

do better with effort:  Now part of the benefits will be with you Mr. Trump 

bringing jobs back to this country.  The anger Black Americans have is 

because of a Country their Ancestors were forced to build and the have 
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received little other than food and not even room and board.  Many are 

homeless.    

9. Black people really do not know who they are:  part of this test for Native 

status would require they go through a genealogy test.   

10. The process of acquiring this Native Black American status could in part be 

given on an individual basis or by families.  Some people have no families 

even though they may be living.  The details can be worked out. 

11.  As my Mom said, it is the thought that counts.   

12.  Blacks should be told; you will be awarded high positions in a Trump 

administration.  Something like my cabinet will be made of equal males, 

females, Blacks, Handicaps and so on.  

13. Blacks are so angry because they feel this country offers them little.  

Discrimination is not imagined; it is a real sickness here.  I can attest.  

14. However, with you addressing this, some of it if not much of it will abate. 

Yes, this is monumental. In design and scope.  But it is so very important you share 

the White House with those most greatly denied.   Consider illegal aliens not only receive 

more benefits than Veterans, but certainly Blacks. 

Then ask, what has Obama done for Blacks and more important, what is Hillary 

Clinton proposing to do for Blacks? 

Donald be strong as you are, be courageous as you are and lead this Nation out of 

these dark ages. 

Now it will certainly come up:  how will these programs be paid for? 
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The very people who they help will have a vested interest in their Government since 

their Government is showing a new interest in them.  As such many employees know 

where fraud, waste and abuse lies.  They have no incentive to do better or care.  So 

addition to the above, you institute an awards program, even if only a certificate. 

Now this is in place in some agencies, but it has never been offered by a President 

Trump.   

I have to get ready to come to Kinston.   

Donald I am not including everything.   

But you must defeat lying Hillary and lying Obama.  These characters are bad really 

bad. 

Donald, this is God’s vision for you and this Nation. 

Can I say? 

“Believe me on this” :>)  

 

C.J.  
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Sat Oct 29, 2016 10:46AM

      

Trump throws black supporter out of rally, calls him ‘thug’
Home /  US /  Politics

US Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump threw out a black man from a campaign rally in Kinston, North Carolina, after accusing him of being a
“thug” hired by Democrats to disrupt the event.

However, the man who was thrown out on Wednesday, C.J. Cary, claims he is a Trump supporter and was merely trying to deliver a message to Trump to
mend ties with some key demographic groups the GOP candidate has offended.

Cary stood a few dozen feet from the stage trying to get Trump’s attention by waving a note and yelling “Donald,” the Raleigh News & Observer reported on
Friday.

However, Trump assumed Cary was a disruptive protester. “Were you paid $1,500 to be a thug?” Trump asked Cary. The celebrity businessman then asked
security to remove him.

Trump has accused his Democratic rival Hillary Clinton of paying her supporters to disrupt his rallies

Cary, a former US Marine and resident of Nash County, told reporters afterwards that he plans to vote for Trump. “He entirely mistook that and thought that I
was a protester,” he said.

Cary said he sought to offer his advice to Trump that he should treat certain groups of Americans with more respect, including African Americans, women,
college students and people with disabilities.

Trump’s campaign has been marked by controversy from the beginning, including disparaging remarks about women, Mexican immigrants and Muslims.

Trump has historically low support among African-American voters, after months of inciting bigotry and racism. A NBC/Wall Street Journal poll released last
month showed the candidate polling at 7 percent among black voters, while Clinton had 81 percent support.

Trump is also struggling with declining support among female voters following the release of a 2005 tape that showed him talking on an open microphone
bragging about sexually assaulting women.

According to the latest Real Clear Politics average of recent polls, Clinton holds a 4.4 percentage point lead over Trump.
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samarmi2016.10.30 05:03
And Cary still plans to vote for trump which is yet another clear indication of cult mentality of all those who support that hateful buffoon who is right on one count, he can do any
lousy rotten heinous thing and his followers will still lay at his feet with adoring eyes as he steps on their necks to feel a bit bigger than everyone else.
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Okunola2016.10.30 00:23
Trump himself call for his failure in this coming election for all this display of shame.
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NO MORE WARS FOR THE JEWS2016.10.29 20:10
Who ever wrote this press release is a JEW World Order PUPPET TROLL. 
A NBC/Wall Street Journal poll released last month showed the candidate polling at 7 percent among black voters, while Clinton had 81 percent support.  

The NBC and the Wall Street Journal are both OWNED and Controlled by JEWS. 
They tell LIES all the time.
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The Sun has a Door2016.10.29 12:12
Stuff like this is staged so that the Blacks will swing behind Hillary Clinton. I notice every other week now he's said something "disparaging" about Blacks and the media headline
news every setup incident. These situations are setup by jews so that Trump will lose minority support. I'm a minority as are Iranians, Blacks, Arabs and other non Caucasian
groups and certainly prefer Trump over Clinton.
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1> The Sun has a Door2016.10.29 16:31
No. 

He's unapologetically a racist. His dad was in the Klan -- The conversations between farher and son wpuld have been predictible.
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J.J.> 12016.10.29 20:09
There is a Claim that Fred Trump Sr. was among seven men arrested following a May 30, 1927 brawl between members of the KKK and the New York Police Department, it is
unclear what his role in that brawl was, if the story is true, which it may not be. 
There is no proof that Fred Trump Sr. was in The 
K.K.K. Did you know that many of the Members of 
Congress were in The K.K.K. and some of the 
most well known ones, it was common in the old days. 
Digging up a Story from 1927 though is pretty Cowardly of you, the world was a much different 
place then. In The South, The K.K.K. was largely 
a response to Carpetbaggers and Harsh Treatment 
of The South after the Civil War, which was NOT 
about Slavery. I Doubt you understand American 
History well, or you learned it from some Zionist 
Friendly Teacher Union School. By the way, it was 
Sephardic Jews that ran the Slave Trade.
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Danielle Allen> J.J.2016.10.30 03:44
"it was 
Sephardic Jews that ran the Slave Trade." Please provide evidence of this fact, research material I would very much like to use...Thank you.
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Legendary Simurg2016.10.29 11:05
Obama did the same
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Putin bows before jews.. wake up2016.10.29 10:47
Political theater designed to make u emotional
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Putin bows before jews.. wake up2016.10.29 10:47
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A'Salam2016.10.29 10:34
The guy (Black or white) was distrupting the event. He is a Thug.  
And Clinton campaign paying people to distrupt events is also a known fact now.
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expose them2016.10.29 10:31
Where is the Iraqi F.M?
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Putin is Zionist2016.10.29 10:19
Obama call the black people thugs who were protesting about a police killing an innocent man if I'm Not mistaken...
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tony2016.10.29 09:50
"thug" : used to indicated a violent one, no matter white or black. He is happened to be black. "pay- to- play" has been seen in many cases from Hillary's campaigns.
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J.J.2016.10.29 08:05
Donald Trump is from Queens, New York City, and that explains 
why he's far from being the "Sharpest Tool in the Shed". Donald 
Owes this Black Man an Apology and a nice Dinner. Seriously 
Donald needs at least one Punch landed on him, but I doubt it 
would make him any Smarter.
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Ashraf2016.10.29 07:44
.....What is WRONG with Trump??.....Would he called the SAME person a THUG if he was white and blond??......Why would he so FIXATED in DIVIDING based on color and religion
and ethnicity??... 

...Trump can have the presidency in HIS POCKET.....Considering that Hillary Clinton is so CORRUPT and DISLIKED by majority........So WHY is he doing what he is doing??.....He
SHOULD apologize!!!......Especially this man Cary a former US Marine is HIS SUPPORTER!!!!......ENOUGH!!!
Reply
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where is peace> Ashraf2016.10.29 08:31
Let them �ght each other why do you care if they are united or not what goes around comes around look at what they have done to middle east and other parts of the world by
divide and rule doctrine now its time for USA to suffer the same thing.....without unity they created chaos in middle east and if they unite they will swallow the whole world at
once so please do not advocate for them to be united if they are not willing to get rid of Zionism.
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Ashraf> where is peace2016.10.29 21:17
.....Why shouldn't I care?....Americans are as beautiful as are Syrians,Libyan,Iraqis,etc......  

... Americans are being DEPRIVED of an HONEST....UNBIASE media....So they are for MOST part kept away from truth......Because IF,they were AWAKE?( getting there!)......They
would realize those behind 9/11.....are the SAME behind ISIS.....Another word we ALL have SAME the ENEMY......It is called different names in different country......But in reality
they are all ZIONITS CORPORATE GANGS and their puppets and henchmen........waging wars to LOOT nations .....While PROFEETING from.wars......So....We need to UNITE.....in
United states.........In order to bring " POWER OF THE PEOPLE" back.....So I care for ALL in human family.....We are ALL suffering in different ways.....But the enemy behind the
mask is the SAME! ....Time to lock them up!......United Humanity Will Stand!
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J.J.> Ashraf2016.10.29 08:46
Donald Trump comes from Queens, N.Y.C., believe me that 
Explains it all ! LOOL HA HA HA
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Ashraf> J.J.2016.10.29 10:30
....J.J. Although Donald Trump offended many races or different religions WITHOUT intending to do so?( assuming it of couse,since he is running for presidency of a nation
which is a MELTING POT of immigrants from all over the world!)...I don't believe he is a racist man?....I think he is a CONTROL freak....& says what ever is in his mind....& think
about it later...especially IF his narcissistic SELF is threatened..... 

..As for Queen suburb? ...I try not generalize ANY places population......I believe EACH person should be JUDGED on their own character and merits....
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Mustafa2016.10.29 07:40
War by deception, elections by deception, ruling by deception, earning by deception. It is all coming from the American 1%.
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peace> Mustafa2016.10.29 09:23
and 99% continue to be reluctant after few arrests.
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danny2016.10.29 07:34
trump is a friend of the black man, Hilary will send the blacks to prison and �ght illegal wars. break the system which even Obama couldn't help his brothers.
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Dev2016.10.29 07:22
Hillary Clinton will do anything to win this election but there is a big surprise waiting a round the corner for her. The Neocon and the Zionist regime may strongly behind her but
there is other people who don't want her in of�ce because US don't ready for a war with Russia so this is going to back�red on her come election day.
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Shem2016.10.29 07:06
You have no idea how many votes will he win by this action where the once taboo word "negro" is not only making a big come back, they are starting to use it for all colored
minorities.
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That's utter nonsense.
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alan2016.10.29 07:01
America was always a laughing stock its just msm hid all the lies and deception!
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Good job.
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Event

Date+Time

Type

Location

Order Info

Payment Status

Do you organize events?

Start selling in minutes with Eventbrite!
www.eventbrite.com

2016 NC Republican Party State
Convention

Friday, May 6, 2016 at 9:00 AM
- Sunday, May 8, 2016 at 10:30

AM (EDT)

Joseph S. Koury Convention
Center

3121 West Gate City Boulevard
Greensboro, NC 27407

Name

L CJ Cary

Saturday Dinner $125.00

Order #512536124. Ordered by CJ Cary on April 22, 2016 11:49 PM

Eventbrite
Completed

Ì512536124646223579001dÎ

Ì
512536124646223579001dÎ

512536124646223579001

512536124646223579001

Thank you for registering for the 2016 NCGOP State
Convention in Greensboro, NC.  Visit www.ncgopconvention.
com for more information.

Registration Information:

County?
Nash
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Plaintiff, 

VS. 

DONALD J. TRUMP, REPUBLICAN 
CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT, REINCE 
PRIEBUS AS REPUBLICAN NATIONAL 
CHAIRMAN, REPUBLICAN NATIONAL 
CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT AND 
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE. 

DEFENDANTS 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

1. PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO DEFENDANT

Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 33, Plaintiff hereby submits the following Interrogatories to Defendants.  Plaintiff requests that 

Defendant serve its answers, in writing and under oath, to the undersigned counsel for Plaintiff (Pro Se) at 3661 Sunset Ave. # 222 

Rocky Mount, N.C. 27804; within 30 days of the certified service of these Interrogatories.

For the purpose of these Interrogatories only, Plaintiff has used the definitions set forth below.

Definitions

As used in this Interrogatory:

1. "Agreement" means a contract, arrangement, or understanding, formal or informal, oral or written, between two or more
persons.  The timeframe at issue begins on or about the 1st of January 1990, up to and including the Presidential
Inauguration of the 45 th President of the United States up to on or about January 30th 2017.

2. "Any" means one or more.

3. "Communication" means any disclosure, transfer, or exchange of information or opinion, however made.

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

COUNTY OF LENOIR

   IN THE GENERAL COURT OF JUSTICE, SUPERIOR COURT DIVISION 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 17 CVS 834

Republican C.J. CARY 
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4. "Document" means any written, recorded, video or graphic material of any kind, whether prepared by you or by any other
person, that is in your possession, custody, or control. The term includes agreements; contracts; letters; telegrams; inter-office
communications; memoranda; reports; records; instructions; specification; notes; notebooks; scrapbooks; diaries; ; photographs;
photocopies; charts; graphs; descriptions; whether or not they resulted in a final document; minutes of meetings, conferences, and
telephone or other conversations or communications; recordings; published or unpublished speeches or articles; publications;
transcripts of telephone conversations; phone mail; electronic-mail; ledgers; financial statements; microfilm; microfiche; tape or disc
recordings; video and computer print-outs.

5. The term "document" also includes electronically stored data from which information can be obtained either directly or by
translation through detection devices or readers; any such document is to be produced in a reasonably legible and usable form. The
term "document" includes all drafts of a document and all copies that differ in any respect from the original, including any notation,
underlining, marking, or information not on the original. The term also includes information stored in, or accessible through,
computer, mobile device, video or other information retrieval systems (including any computer archives or back-up systems),
together with instructions and all other materials necessary to use or interpret such data compilations.
Without limitation on the term "control" as used in the preceding paragraph, a document is deemed to be in your control if you have
the right to secure the document or a copy thereof from another person.

6. 
a. In the case of a person, provide, their name, address of principal place of residence and business (including zipcode); their
telephone number and email address.

b. In the case of a communication, either written or verbal, the date, type (e.g., telephone conversation, video chat, face to face
meeting or any other form of communications; the place where it occurred, the identity of the person or persons who made the
communication, the identity of the person who received the communications, the identity of each other person who attended, when it
was made and the subject matter discussed;

c. In the case of a document, the title of the document, the author, the title or position of the author, the addressee, each
recipient, the type of document, the subject matter, the date of preparation, and its number of pages;

d. In the case of an agreement, its date, the place where it occurred, the identity of all persons who were parties to the
agreement, the identity of each person who has knowledge of the agreement and all other persons present when it was made, and
the subject matter of the agreement.

e. "Including" means including, but not limited to.

f. "Person" means any natural person, corporation, company, partnership, joint venture, firm, association, proprietorship,
agency,board, authority, commission, office or other business or legal entity, whether private or governmental. 

g. "Relevant time period" means the time period stated in item  #1. above.

h. "Year" means calendar year or the twelve-month period on which your business records are based; if the latter is used in
responding to an interrogatory, specify the twelve month period used.

i. The singular form of a noun or pronoun shall be considered to include within its meaning the plural form of the noun or
pronoun, and vice versa; and the past tense shall include the present tense where the clear meaning is not distorted. The term "or" 
shall mean "and" and vice-versa, as necessary to bring within the scope of the following interrogatories all information or documents 
that would be excluded absent this definition.  
j. "You," "your",  "your company" your political party shall mean, any and all parties, partied to discussions, communications
whether electronic or manual regarding the subject matter as herein revealed.
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1. Unless otherwise specified, these interrogatories are limited to the time period from January 1, 1995, to and including the
date of service of these interrogatories.

2. Unless otherwise specified, the information called for by these interrogatories is limited in scope to information relating to;

A. Written communication between Donald Trump, Lawrence CJ Cary (herein known as C.J. Cary) and Ivanna Trump withing
the years of 1990 to 1994.  Subject matter at the time was:  Initiated by C.J.  Cary and written to both parties asking them to
consider not divorcing, but consider staying together and working out their differences for the good of the Country.  Copies of
these letters of communication, totaling at least 3 or 4 are herein requested.

B. Any and all communication related to the forceful removal of Plaintiff from a Republican Campaign Rally in Kinston, North
Carolina on or about the 26th of October 2016.  Which occurred between all Trump Campaign personnel, the Republican
Party et al and any other parties, even if not named herein.

C. Correspondence sent to Defendant Candidate Donald Trump from Plaintiff C.J. Cary, between the years of Jan 2008 to
January 2017.

D. Correspondence and communication between Reince Priebus and others regarding the event in Kinston, N.C. on or about
October 26th 2016.

E. Correspondence and communication between any faction of the Republican Party,  Campaign(s) and Candidate Donald
Trump, relevant to the event of the expulsion of Plaintiff, from the rally in Kinston, N.C. on or about October 26 2017.

F. Employee or contractor identity, as listed in the Interrogatory section below.

3. Where knowledge, information, or documents are requested, such request encompasses knowledge, information or
documents in your possession, custody or control, or in the possession, custody or control of your staff, agents, employees,
representatives and, unless privileged, attorneys, or any other person who has possession, custody or control of your proprietary
knowledge, information or documents regarding the two named events above.

4. Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(e), you are under a duty reasonably to amend any answer to these interrogatories for which
you learn that the answer is in some material respect incomplete or incorrect and if the additional or corrective information has not
otherwise been made known to us during the discovery process or in writing.

5. For any interrogatory or part of an interrogatory which you refuse to answer under a claim of privilege, submit a sworn or
certified statement from your counsel or one of your employees in which you identify the nature of the information withheld; specify
the grounds of the claimed privilege and the paragraph of these interrogatories to which the information is responsive; and identify
each person to whom the information, or any part thereof, has been disclosed.

6. Answer each interrogatory fully. If you object to any interrogatory, state the reasons for objection and answer to the extent
the interrogatory is not objectionable. If you are unable to answer an interrogatory fully, submit as much information as is available,
explain why your answer is incomplete, and identify or describe all other sources of more complete or accurate information.

7. For any record or document responsive or relating to these interrogatories which is known to have been destroyed or lost, or
is otherwise unavailable, identify each such document by author, addressee, date, number of pages, and subject matter; and
explain in detail the events leading to the destruction or loss, or the reason for the unavailability of such document.
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INTERROGATORIES

A. Written communication between Donald Trump, Lawrence CJ Cary (herein known as C.J. Cary) and Ivanna Trump
withing the years of 1990 to 1994.  Subject matter at the time was:  Initiated by C.J.  Cary and written to both parties asking them
to consider not divorcing, but consider staying together and working out their differences for the good of the Country.  Copies of
these letters of communication, totaling at least 3 or 4 are herein requested.

B. Any and all communication related to the forceful removal of Plaintiff from a Republican Campaign Rally in Kinston, North
Carolina on or about the 26th of October 2016.  All communication between Candidate and all Trump Campaign personnel and
the Republican Party et al and any other parties, even if not named herein.

C. Copies of all correspondence sent to Defendant Candidate Donald Trump from Plaintiff C.J. Cary, between the years of
Jan 2008 to January 2017.

D. All correspondence and communication between Reince Priebus and others regarding the event in Kinston, N.C. on or
about  October 26th 2016.

E. Correspondence and communication between any faction of the Republican Party,  Campaign(s) and Candidate Donald
Trump, relevant to the event of the expulsion of Plaintiff, from the rally in Kinston, N.C. on or about October 26 2017.

F. The identity of the two security guards that physically forced Plaintiff out of the political rally of October 26 2016, Kinston,

N.C.  By identity, provide their

1. Their complete names.
2. Their complete mailing addresses: work and home.
3. Their employer(s) at the time of the event October 26th 2016 and

currently.

O.See exhibit 1, for photos of the two herein addressed individuals.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED the 10th Day of October 2017

C. J. Cary

    3661 Sunset Ave # 222 Rocky Mount, N.C. 27804

email:   cj@Justice4america.org mobile: 757.344.6220

__________________________
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EXHIBIT 1

Guard 1
Gurard 2
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